3 reasons why now is a great time to migrate to Windows 10 with VDI and Wyse Thin Clients

1. Lots of organizations are migrating to Windows 10 today for its **superb all round usability and security benefits**.

2. Many organizations have resisted OS upgrades as they are **dependent on their critical core applications** – that, in the majority of cases, lack compatibility with Windows 10.

3. Choosing a combined VDI and thin client solution enables customers to keep their workforce productive by **enabling legacy applications to run flawlessly within Windows 10 environments**.

**Windows 10**

- is expected to be installed on 252 million new devices in 2017

- Reliability & Security are the top requirements for ITDMs when deploying a fixed device

- of IT professionals cite application compatibility as an inhibitor to Windows 10 migration

- of IT managers who’re focusing on their organization’s end user computing needs consider Windows 10 migration a top priority

- of businesses have security solutions that are outdated & inadequate

- of ITDMs plan to increase their thin client infrastructure spend

- cited ease of deployment as important or very important

- Three quarters of the IT pros said they plan to add or expand VDI implementations in the near future